Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 3

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. Achievements ___ hard work.
4. answer
8. two times
9. walk casually
10. opposite of retreat
12. hurled
13. very small
15. Carefully ___ glue to the edges.
18. give the meaning
20. powerful
23. one who opposes another in a game
25. a measure of how tall something is
26. displayed
27. hit
28. this evening

Down
1. scold
2. distant
3. to make a low sound expressing pain or disapproval
5. opposite of loud
6. to refuse to obey
7. direct the actions of
11. create
14. an eight-legged bug
16. a terrible situation
17. opposite of darken
19. aroma
21. flour, water, and salt
22. a long breath that expresses an emotion
24. to cause great interest or enthusiasm
26. It conveys information in writing or symbols.
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